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   R E F U S A L   T O   B E   R E F U S E D :   O N   M O D E S                              ‧   anti-racist, feminist, and decolonial agenda, affirms      ‧                      ‧   port infrastructures of the Persian Gulf – heavily shaped by     ‧             EE           ‧   the soil, depleted groundwater, made crops less           ‧  
    -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                              ‧   the possibility of new political subjectivities and       ‧                      ‧   the weight of US empire – to Myanmar’s pipelines moving oil      ‧                          ‧   resilient. All but large landholding farmers fell into    ‧  
   O F   R E S I S T A N C E   T O   L O G I S T I C A L                                       ‧   alliances.                                               ‧                       ‧   and gas to Thailand and China – closely tracked by the          ‧               FF          ‧   heavy debt. Smaller farmers, most often from lower         ‧ 
   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                                                                                                             ‧   Myanmar military’s brutal counterinsurgency campaigns. There    ‧                           ‧   castes, had to sell lands to become farm laborers. With    ‧ 
   C A P I T A L   I N   T H E   G L O B A L   S O U T H                                                                                                                            ‧   can be little surprise that as Myanmar’s generals seize power   ‧               UU U        ‧   liberalization in the 90s, things turned worse. Limits     ‧ 
   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                         Proposition 2: The power of refusal derives from the fact                           ‧   once again, logistical capitalism has become an important      ‧                            ‧   on crop imports were removed and India integrated into     ‧ 
                                                                                                ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                           ‧   site of resistance to military rule. In no small part, to      ‧               S  S S       ‧   volatile global markets. The state’s food program – the    ‧ 
                                                                                                that logistical capital is spread thin and wide across                              ‧   refuse military rule is to refuse the generals’ hold over     ‧                             ‧   major erstwhile buyer of foodgrains – was dismantled,      ‧ 
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or social waste.                                                                                ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                              ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                                     ‧   players, one will see an unjust model of contract          ‧  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                                                                                 profit margins.                                                                      affordances and constitutive frictions in the networks of                                     ‧   farming that decimates all but the largest landholders.   ‧   
   What Martin Danyluk calls “capital’s logistical fix” to the                                  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                                                                      ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                      T      T      ‧   Pegged to global markets and export quality, crop prices   ‧   
   problem of overdevelopment involves a constant remaking of                                      The logistics revolution is a shift to lean, flexible                             logistical capital.                                                                          ‧   can be manipulated citing market volatility and low       ‧    
   the geographies of circulation and production, such that new                                   production models since the 70s which relies on low                                 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                                                            O     O      ‧   standards. The ‘backward’ agri-sector is now at the       ‧    
   territories can be constantly opened up for valorization.                                      stockpiles; where volume of production can be scaled up and                            Because logistical capital “hits the ground” in often                                   ‧   crosshairs of the nexus of extraction, logistics and       ‧    
   This repeats the violence of primitive accumulation: existing                                  down according to changing demands and circumstances. This                             singular contexts, despite its best attempts to                                         ‧   finance which Mezzadra & Neilson see as the driver of     ‧     
   lifeworlds are reformatted and their inhabitants ejected as                                    hyper optimization and pressure to produce and move things                              homogenize and scale with seamless precision, “capital                                 ‧   new frontiers. Sensing their coming precarization,       ‧      
   surplus populations from the circuits of care and social                                       just-in-time, therefore, relies on a vast reservoir of living                           must continue to wind in and out of scalable relations.”                     B  B B   ‧   even Punjab’s relatively prosperous farmers,              ‧      
    reciprocity, essentially abandoning them to general precarity                                labor and material conditions –  on “forms and practices of                              The big picture is a certain alignment and                                            ‧   beneficiaries of the Green Revolution, are out on the     ‧      
    if not outright social death. We ask whether these racialized                                human cooperation and sociality” and the peculiarities of                                 operationalization of material, technical and social                         EE E    ‧   streets alongside small landholders and landless         ‧       
    and gendered surplus populations – as reservoirs of surplus life                             geographical “niches” – external to capital to achieve its                                forces – an alignment that might be wired up in other,                               ‧   laborers. Women protest in record numbers, as do         ‧       
    – might also be grasped as the “life supports” propping up                                  goals. For Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson, extraction as                                unproductive ways. Indeed, the act of refusal can take                              ‧   children and the old. These coalitions are remarkable    ‧        
    logistical capital. At stake is the question of the relation                                the dynamic of logistical capital “highlights the relevance                                various forms (strikes, boycotts, sabotage, etc.) and                               ‧   since they bridge deep fractures of caste, religion,     ‧        
     between capitalist accumulation and surplus populations, a                                 of capital’s relation with its multiple outsides.” This is                                  scales (e.g., transnational) while accommodating short                     RR      ‧   gender and ideology. Clan-based village councils – the   ‧        
     relation that grounds our understanding of refusal in the first                           good news in the sense that, spread thin and wide, capital                                   or long-term mobilizations. The strategy of refusal also                           ‧   backbone of agrarian social order in North and West     ‧         
     place.                                                                                    renders itself vulnerable to disruption because of                                           raises the question of who can afford its implications:                   E       ‧   India – have taken oaths to defeat the BJP party-        ‧         
                                                                                               multiplying choke points. The task of refusal is to figure                                   such as losing a job, what risks might be taken, what                             ‧   state, holding protest gatherings in districts           ‧         
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                                                                                                                                                                    ‧                           the terms upon which people can do so? Sometimes,                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                 people are required to conform with normative                     L L L                                                                                
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    Our original proposal to the Research Refusal                           N   N  N               opportunity, not an obligation.”                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   CFP was titled “Nothing Happening Here: From                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
   Research Refusals to Studying Together.” Yet even                       G     G  G              ™ is the most slippery object imaginable. Try to                                                                                                                                                                                                
   after we submitted, the provenance of our title                                                 catch a wet fish! ™ doesn’t provide a structure to                                                                                                                                                                                              
   was not entirely clear to us. “Nothing” made                                                    support the performing of (research) refusal. If                                                                                                                                                                                                
   sense, since we'd worked on nothing together                                                    refusal means—following Tuck and Yang—to “turn the                                                                                                                                                                                              
   before. In “Happening,” there seemed to be a                           B      B  B              gaze back upon power” (p. 241), how to refuse                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   gesture towards 1960s “Happenings” and perhaps a                                                something that invisibilizes its power either by                                                                                                                                                                                                
   future promise of performativity. But what about                        U     U  U             its being oblivious to it or by its refusal to take                                                                                                                                                                                              
   “Here”? Where did that come from? Where was "here,"                                            the responsibility that comes with it?                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   and what did it signify?                                                 T   T  T                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                  Careful however: this is not an attack on                                                                                                                                                                                                        
    We began the conclusion to our first listserv email                                           individual O, themselves taken in the slippery nets                                                                                                                                                                                              
    with: “This contradiction between togetherness and                                           of the structure. Instead, this text is an attempt                                                                                                                                                                                                
    individuality is something we will explore further in                     DD D               to make the flimmering, glittery structure of the                                                                                                                                                                                                 
    subsequent provocations, but for now, let us make our                                        neo/non-institution visible. Refusal is our                                                                                                                                                                                                       
    own position clear...” (11/30/2020). Yet despite                          EE                ethical and political responsibility and this                                                                                                                                                                                                      
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         over discussions in email, Whatsapp, Zoom. We                                       assemble without reinforcing the conditions we                                                           Possible’”:                                                                                                                                  
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   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                         TT                  that the research done, the work accomplished,                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   P E R F O R M I N G   T H E   N E O -                                                          and the knowledge shared up to now do not                                                                                                                                                                                                        
   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                      HH H                deserve public recognition, until the                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  I N S T I T U T I O N                                                                            institution decides otherwise. In other words:                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                                        I  I I                not before yet more work has been done. However,                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                   the work has to be conceived of as “an                                                                                                                                                                                                          
    Our original proposal to the Research Refusal                           N   N  N               opportunity, not an obligation.”                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   CFP was titled “Nothing Happening Here: From                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
   Research Refusals to Studying Together.” Yet even                       G     G  G              ™ is the most slippery object imaginable. Try to                                                                                                                                                                                                
   after we submitted, the provenance of our title                                                 catch a wet fish! ™ doesn’t provide a structure to                                                                                                                                                                                              
   was not entirely clear to us. “Nothing” made                                                    support the performing of (research) refusal. If                                                                                                                                                                                                
   sense, since we'd worked on nothing together                                                    refusal means—following Tuck and Yang—to “turn the                                                                                                                                                                                              
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                                                                                               complied in writing this, but we agree that to                                                                                                                                                                                                      
       ‧  We are all in this together. Or we should      ‧                SS                   not comply “won’t mean much.” This irritation                                                                                                                                                                                                       
        ‧  say, we are each in this together. Because    ‧                N                   turns into responsibilization of each other, as                                                            +Seven researchers, from two different Refusal groups, not working and doing nothing together over Zoom.+                                 
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                   H                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                    OOO                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                               H O W   C A N   I   L I V E ?   O N L Y   I N   R E F U S A L                                                                     {IMG:0:160:40:true}                                                                                                                                               
                     WW  W                      -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                  I’m pushing these words out in conflict with my mind that                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                 refuses to write, refuses to squeeze. Or is it something                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                   C    C     C                  different? I’m feeling resistant to authentically                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                 engaging with this digest. A deep exhaustion of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                  A     AA      A                expressive sensical labor that persists like an army                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                under water even as the threads of human life and the so                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                 N      NN        N             called US political life are pulled apart. Re-fractured                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                life goes on within a pandemic that rages across Los                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                Angeles and as white supremacist terrorists plan armed                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                rebellions across the colonial capitals. So in my refusal I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  I   I    I        I           pleasurably lounge around my kitchen and I also return to                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                one of my favorite movies, +Chocolate Babies+. I recommend                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                watching after reading and in reflection of Saidiya                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                Hartman’s piece +The Anarchy of Colored Girls Assembled in a                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                   L L     L        L           Riotous Manner+. For Black life has always refused because                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                we’ve had no other choice if we dare to live.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                 I   I     I       I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                  ‧  +In the direct action of the collective of friends in  ‧                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                V   V      V     V                ‧  the film, “black faggots with a political agenda”, we   ‧                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                  ‧  can feel reflected back to us the creative imagination  ‧                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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   E M B R A C E   N O   C E R T A I N T I E S :                        is only then that the “there is no alternative” can                                                                                           imagination, inscribing their margins on it.                          begins by imagining other fictions for our lives,      
   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                       be actually uttered. From that moment on, what                         RR R                                                                                                                                         but must be continued as the actual hacking of the     
   O R ,   H O W   T O   R E F U S E                                     begins is the psychic stage of capitalism; a global                                                                                         Alternatively, by affirming – following Deleuze and                    techno-aesthetic fluxes of +capitalist realism+.       
  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                     multimedia enterprise whose only purpose is to                        A A A                                                                 Guattari – that “desire belongs to the                                 Generating the conditions of existence for post-       
   C A P I T A L I S T   R E A L I S M                                   convince every human being that the only mode of                                                                                            infrastructure,” we reject any dualism or asymmetry                    capitalist subjectivities is not enough; we must       
  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                     subjectivation lies within the limits of this                        C   C C                                           O                    that divides the world between a knowing subject and                   generate modes of subjectivity capable of shaping a    
                                                                          +reality+, which is equivalent, as +they+                                                                                                  a known object; between a superstructure where the                     post-capitalist world.                                 
    We think that the current times, given the conditions                 insistently repeat, to oneself’s limits – that is                 E     E  E                                           R RR                contents of knowledge are registered and an                                                                                   
    they have put in place or revealed – broad and                        how the subject of late capitalism is constituted,                                                                     ,   ,               infrastructure derived from the forms these contents                   Those who dare to embrace such a process, starting     
    pervasive weaves of social turmoil derived from a                     but is also how +cynical subjects+ are born.                                                                                               acquire in the real world. Instead, we propose to                      by knowing and imagining (+), to then consciously      
   silently unfinished financial crisis, from ongoing                                                                                                                                                                navigate a different type of ocean; one through which                  unfold the power (+) of their actions in order to      
   environmental disasters, from a pandemic that has                      While the former is a disciplined fully convinced                                                                                          a more discerning observer may find uncertainty where                 (re)shape reality, will become the +enactive            
   brutally shown the cracks in our system of                             subject whose processes of subjectivation proceed                                                                                          his fellows, with open cynicism, assert only clarity.                 subjects+ reaching the foreign shores beyond the        
   development –, signal the inevitable end of an epoch.                  without disturbances as a sort of positive feedback               N     N                                                                   Similarly, Heisenberg proposed, through his                          ocean that still constrains our circumstances. By       
   A conclusion that must be navigated through an ocean                   loop that always returns to the self, the latter is                        N                                             H    H             +uncertainty principle+, a methodological premise to                 knowing (+) them without fear, and coupling their       
   of uncertainty whose horizon may lead, as some have                    one whose subjectivation is in effect driven by                    O    O                                                                   clarify how fuzzy our attempts to measure the                        processes of subjectivation and actions to them,        
   dared to +imagine+, to the still not clearly                           pure noise; their position is based on the                                O                                          O   O  O               location of an entity can be. Thus, we look for                     they will transform +uncertain objects+ into a whole     
   discernible territory of post-capitalism.                             acceptance that, although they are not happy with                                                                                            radical uncertainty as a way of bracketing the                      new phase of power (+); a stage that will bring          
                                                                         the way things are, and they are actually                                                                         W       WW                  potential of an object to become a key agent of                    about – as it is already happening in those corners      
   Precisely because of that, the seemingly tireless and                 +critical+ of their current condition, they anyway                                                                                            history.                                                          where malaise is accumulated – +operative objects+        
   hegemonic commandments that seek to keep blocking the                 assume that "there is no alternative". In a way,                                                                                                                                                                that are tantamount to +enactive subjects+, and vice      
    deployment of any space of imagination that can open                 +cynical subjects+ are artificially impotent ones,                    CC                                                                       Daring to advance an explanation that may still                  versa.                                                    
    a road beyond the prevailing capitalist reality – the               who refuse – as a sort of strategy of survival – to                     C                                                                       remain unbalanced, we shall say that by following                                                                          
    frigid echo of the Thatcherian “there is no                         imagine other possible futures. Thus, the                              E                                           T         T                  the method sketched above we do not only find the                       Enactive Subject  Operative Object                 
    alternative” –, must be confronted with redoubled                   +existential atmosphere+ in which this cynical                                                                                                   sign of every past, but also that of the futures                                                                          
    strategies of emancipation – strategies where                      subject inhabits is precisely what Fisher described                    R                                          O    O      O                   that are open to contingency; a finding that                Knowledge  (+)               (+)                              
     academic research can and must play a relevant role.              as +capitalist realism+; a particular kind of                                                                                                     outlines the basis of an +infra-language+ that is                                                                         
     In other words, we call to embrace an active, if not              +realism+ connected to an ironic distance – rooted                   T                                                                            anonymous enough as to access the infrastructure of        Power      (+)               (+)                               
     activist, vindication of imagination; an action of               in a void aesthetics and spectacle, rather than in                   T                                                                              +atmospheres+ and +operating systems+, beyond the                                                                        
      political commitment which understands imagination              true belief and commitment – that is supposed to                     AA                                                                             syntax employed by the superstructure’s                      Then, how could we overcome +capitalist realism+            
      as a technology that, informed by critical and                  keep us safe, away from the ideological fanaticisms                 A                                                                               metalanguage.                                               without returning to the false hopes of our beliefs          
      analytical surveys of the real, can boost the                   of the past; a pervasive hallucinatory atmosphere in                 II                                             R          R R                                                                              about the past? We believe that cultivating a model          
       emergence of new methods to discern forthcoming               which subjects perceive the possibility of change as               I                                                                                          Cynical Subject  Uncertain Object                  of subjectivity which is both entangled in and               
       worlds, as well as collective modes of existence –            a mere illusion. In other words, the understanding                   N N                                                E       EE                                                                               nourished by its own +milieu+, aiming to put                 
       that is to say, the emergence of a techno-aesthetics          that to live in the +real+ world is tantamount to                 N                                                                                Knowledge  (+)              (-)                               knowledge into action, could be an alternative – an          
       that is also a techno-politics.                               accept that capitalism is not only the better                       T   T                                                  F  FF                                                                                 alternative to the conception of objectivity derived         
                                                                    system, but the only possible one.                                                                                                                  Power      (-)              (+)                               from the mere transformation of the material                 
        Embracing such vindication implies facing the many                                                                               I     I                                               U   UU                                                                                 conditions of the world, that have proven to be              
        times invisible presence of at least two obstacles:         It could be said, therefore, that this +cynical                                                                                                        Put differently, a double bind in a matrix of              effective only in cynical conscience. Thus, we argue,        
        a) in research – but also in most activities of             subject+ is an +idiot+ – perhaps in the more                         E     E                                           S        S S                    relationships defined by knowledge and power. While        the dialectic that so far has kept the spheres of            
         contemporary society – the broad and finally               classical sense of the term. This may emerge as                                                                                                        the classical formula of ideology aimed to reveal          knowledge and power separated, will be overcome.             
         triumphant unfolding of +capitalist realism+, since        actual evidence when we examine the most extrinsic                   S     S                                         E         E    E                  an alienated subjectivity among those who "do not                                                                       
         the 1970s onwards, brought about the imposed               elements of the territories conquered by capitalism –                                                                                                know why they do it, but still do it," the formula                                                                      
         acceptance that we can only acquire knowledge about        as we have done elsewhere. Thus, among the                                                                                                          of cynicism reveals the reality of those who –                                                                           
         reality by reducing uncertainty; which led, in             expressions of critical discourse, we find the                                                                                                      either because of their academic training or their                                                                       
         turn, b) to the fragile, although persistent               production of an aesthetics characterized by                       T                                                                                instinct of self-preservation – "know very well why                                                                      
         constitution of hordes of +cynical subjects+ who           slowness; one that takes refuge in the realm of                                                                                                     they do it, but still do it". Thus, as the scheme                                                                        
         received such imposition as the inevitable                  intimacy right there where beliefs have been                       I                                                     CC   C                    above shows, +cynical subjects+ develop an open or                                                                       
         boundaries of their modes of subjectivation, and            replaced by an axiom that remains indifferent to                                                                                                  rather positive (+) connection with knowledge, while                                                                      
         therefore as the only space for action – despite            criticism’s declared good intentions. An aesthetics                 E                                                     AA A                    insisting on harboring a negative (-) or rather                                                                           
         such space being, even within their own                     governing those who prefer to close their eyes to the                                                                                             silent attachment to its potential for action; to                                                                         
        consciousness, just a too realistic farce.                   structural effects of the context in which they                      S                                                 P P      P                its potential for power. It is in this situation of                                                                        
                                                                      operate, to retreat themselves into the content of                                                                                              impotence that the +critical+ spirit fostered in                                                                           
        Understanding the character of these obstacles, we            their private thoughts. Prey to indecision,                                                                         I   I       I                academic institutions can be found. In an always                                                                           
        argue, is therefore critical in order to unfold               +cynicism+ is also the melancholy of those who remain                                                                                           increasing confidence in its achievements, academic                                                                         
        effective strategies not only to overcome them, but            immobile in the face of the loss of an object they                                                               T     T     T                 cynicism can only know its objects of research                                                                              
       also to transit the epochal conclusion they hide,               are unable to identify among the certainties of the                                                                                            through principles of universal equivalence (impact                                                                         
       and all the more, approaching ourselves to shores               world surrounding them. A modern mind in an                                                                     A     A  A                     factor, indexing systems, standardized syllabi). The                                                                        
       where the limits of society – the limits of the                  exhausted useless body – as Antonioni warned –,                                                                                             fetishism that binds it to objectivity makes it                                                                              
      real – can be permanently drawn as a reflection of                that prescribes itself an object for-itself, while                                                           L    LL                       forget that these metrics and their objects were also                                                                        
      the multiple, interconnected and ongoing processes                the march of the world passes out-of-itself.                                                                                                built, and therefore, that nothing prohibits us to                                                                           
      of becoming part of the collective – of becoming a                                                                                                                               I  I                        modify them – nothing, except a state of generalized                                                                         
     new whole.                                                                                                                                                                                                   certainty that paralyzes any opportunity to affect or                                                                         
                                                                        The Uncertain Object of Post-Capitalism                                                                       S  SS                       be affected by the world around it. What remains                                                                              
                                                                        ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~                                                                                                     unknown (-) or rather silenced by the cynics,                                                                                 
    The Cynical Subject of Capitalist Realism                            By insisting that our social experience responds to                                                            TT   T                    however, are precisely those +uncertain objects+                                                                              
   ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~                               knowing an already objectified world, the                                                                                               through which the potential to power (+) will unfold                                                                          
    The massive pervasiveness and effectiveness of                        capitalist mode of production reveals that it is                                                                                        freely; those which – where malaise is accumulated,                                                                           
    +capitalist realism+ – a term and an assessment we                    not only capable of subsuming labor into capital,                                                                                       as in Hong-Kong, Chile, or elsewhere – will trigger                                                                           
    decidedly take from Mark Fisher – seem to emerge                      but also that it can absorb the potential for                                                                                           events that will be labeled as unpredictable and                                                                              
   from within, to then spread horizontally. Put                          imagining a different world; the set of knowledge                                                                                        incomprehensible by those attached to the official                                                                            
   differently, instead of operating in accordance to                     Marx called +general intellect+. Here lies the core                                                           R         R  R            and certain version of the facts.                                                                                             
   the historically more common narrative saying that                     of our critique of contemporary academic research –                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   the oppressive powers of capital follow a top-down                     the point of departure of our endeavor to +research                                                           E           EE             Therefore, we argue – following Lazzarato and                                                                                
   flux – perhaps an oversimplification of Marx’s                         refusal+ –; in the fact that research itself may                                                                                         Berardi – that contemporary theories need to assume                                                                          
   theories –, the commandments of contemporary                           have become one of the most influential communities                                                           A          AA              that the political economy of capitalism is primarily                                                                        
   capitalism – the enhanced version of Capital put in                    of +cynical subjects+ – one of the key modes                                                                                             a machine that, above all, produces modes of                                                                                 
   place from the mid 20th century onwards – work                        through which the aforementioned +contagions+                                                                  L       L L                subjectivity. Hence, the constitution of the self                                                                            
   through the almost unstoppable power of subject-to-                   operate. The main question at this point, however,                                                                                         always ends up being an invention, and political                                                                            
   subject contagions. That is to say – what an irony –,                 refers to the methods and techniques by which these                                                            I   I  I                    action, accordingly, remains an ethical and                                                                                 
   +capitalist realism+ is tantamount to an always                       communities were able to keep insisting that the                                                                                            aesthetic question that must be unfolded in relation                                                                        
    ongoing network of infections where each subject,                    only serious and thus realistic mode to know                                                                   S  S                         to imagination and the configuration of +aesthetic                                                                         
    acting as a node and as a vector, is critical for the               reality implies researching into its +objective                                                                                               atmospheres+ – and those (or that) able to control                                                                         
    operation to take place and remain effective. Of                    certainties+.                                                                                                   M MM                           such an aesthetic space would be in turn able to                                                                           
    course, in order for that to be unfolded, Capital had                                                                                                                                                            (re)configure +the real+. Ironically enough,                                                                              
    to implant such commandments; which by itself                      Thus, a +certain object+ shall always be understood,                                                                                           therefore, the conditions for a post-capitalist turn                                                                      
     constituted a whole stage of capitalism – i.e.,                   as opposed to +uncertain+ ones, as objects whose                                                                                              are at our disposal: they require us to refuse the                                                                        
     colonialism, extractivism, early industrialization,               margins are well defined; we know where to find                                                                                               machinic standardization of subjectivation, to then                                                                       
     world wars, cold war. After that, however, the system            them, and all the more, we know how to allocate them.                                                                                          subvert its network potential in order to release                                                                        
      works with a fair degree of autonomy, given that the            They respond to clearly identifiable protocols of                                                                                                and intensify other vectors for individual and                                                                           
      infrastructural, technological, and operational                 representation becoming then the objects that give                                                                                               collective subjectivation – the replacement of                                                                           
      framework through which the system operates has                 certainty and stability to our world – the stability                                                                                             positive feedback loops by negative ones. This                                                                           
       already been deployed, reaching levels of                     of the markets, the cohesion of societies, the rule                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
       maturation and ubiquity that make it inevitable – it          of law, etc. In other words, they condition our                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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   E M B R A C E   N O   C E R T A I N T I E S :                        is only then that the “there is no alternative” can                                                                                           imagination, inscribing their margins on it.                          begins by imagining other fictions for our lives,      
   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                       be actually uttered. From that moment on, what                         RR R                                                                                                                                         but must be continued as the actual hacking of the     
   O R ,   H O W   T O   R E F U S E                                     begins is the psychic stage of capitalism; a global                                                                                         Alternatively, by affirming – following Deleuze and                    techno-aesthetic fluxes of +capitalist realism+.       
  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                     multimedia enterprise whose only purpose is to                        A A A                                                                 Guattari – that “desire belongs to the                                 Generating the conditions of existence for post-       
   C A P I T A L I S T   R E A L I S M                                   convince every human being that the only mode of                                                                                            infrastructure,” we reject any dualism or asymmetry                    capitalist subjectivities is not enough; we must       
  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                     subjectivation lies within the limits of this                        C   C C                                           O                    that divides the world between a knowing subject and                   generate modes of subjectivity capable of shaping a    
                                                                          +reality+, which is equivalent, as +they+                                                                                                  a known object; between a superstructure where the                     post-capitalist world.                                 
    We think that the current times, given the conditions                 insistently repeat, to oneself’s limits – that is                 E     E  E                                           R RR                contents of knowledge are registered and an                                                                                   
    they have put in place or revealed – broad and                        how the subject of late capitalism is constituted,                                                                     ,   ,               infrastructure derived from the forms these contents                   Those who dare to embrace such a process, starting     
    pervasive weaves of social turmoil derived from a                     but is also how +cynical subjects+ are born.                                                                                               acquire in the real world. Instead, we propose to                      by knowing and imagining (+), to then consciously      
   silently unfinished financial crisis, from ongoing                                                                                                                                                                navigate a different type of ocean; one through which                  unfold the power (+) of their actions in order to      
   environmental disasters, from a pandemic that has                      While the former is a disciplined fully convinced                                                                                          a more discerning observer may find uncertainty where                 (re)shape reality, will become the +enactive            
   brutally shown the cracks in our system of                             subject whose processes of subjectivation proceed                                                                                          his fellows, with open cynicism, assert only clarity.                 subjects+ reaching the foreign shores beyond the        
   development –, signal the inevitable end of an epoch.                  without disturbances as a sort of positive feedback               N     N                                                                   Similarly, Heisenberg proposed, through his                          ocean that still constrains our circumstances. By       
   A conclusion that must be navigated through an ocean                   loop that always returns to the self, the latter is                        N                                             H    H             +uncertainty principle+, a methodological premise to                 knowing (+) them without fear, and coupling their       
   of uncertainty whose horizon may lead, as some have                    one whose subjectivation is in effect driven by                    O    O                                                                   clarify how fuzzy our attempts to measure the                        processes of subjectivation and actions to them,        
   dared to +imagine+, to the still not clearly                           pure noise; their position is based on the                                O                                          O   O  O               location of an entity can be. Thus, we look for                     they will transform +uncertain objects+ into a whole     
   discernible territory of post-capitalism.                             acceptance that, although they are not happy with                                                                                            radical uncertainty as a way of bracketing the                      new phase of power (+); a stage that will bring          
                                                                         the way things are, and they are actually                                                                         W       WW                  potential of an object to become a key agent of                    about – as it is already happening in those corners      
   Precisely because of that, the seemingly tireless and                 +critical+ of their current condition, they anyway                                                                                            history.                                                          where malaise is accumulated – +operative objects+        
   hegemonic commandments that seek to keep blocking the                 assume that "there is no alternative". In a way,                                                                                                                                                                that are tantamount to +enactive subjects+, and vice      
    deployment of any space of imagination that can open                 +cynical subjects+ are artificially impotent ones,                    CC                                                                       Daring to advance an explanation that may still                  versa.                                                    
    a road beyond the prevailing capitalist reality – the               who refuse – as a sort of strategy of survival – to                     C                                                                       remain unbalanced, we shall say that by following                                                                          
    frigid echo of the Thatcherian “there is no                         imagine other possible futures. Thus, the                              E                                           T         T                  the method sketched above we do not only find the                       Enactive Subject  Operative Object                 
    alternative” –, must be confronted with redoubled                   +existential atmosphere+ in which this cynical                                                                                                   sign of every past, but also that of the futures                                                                          
    strategies of emancipation – strategies where                      subject inhabits is precisely what Fisher described                    R                                          O    O      O                   that are open to contingency; a finding that                Knowledge  (+)               (+)                              
     academic research can and must play a relevant role.              as +capitalist realism+; a particular kind of                                                                                                     outlines the basis of an +infra-language+ that is                                                                         
     In other words, we call to embrace an active, if not              +realism+ connected to an ironic distance – rooted                   T                                                                            anonymous enough as to access the infrastructure of        Power      (+)               (+)                               
     activist, vindication of imagination; an action of               in a void aesthetics and spectacle, rather than in                   T                                                                              +atmospheres+ and +operating systems+, beyond the                                                                        
      political commitment which understands imagination              true belief and commitment – that is supposed to                     AA                                                                             syntax employed by the superstructure’s                      Then, how could we overcome +capitalist realism+            
      as a technology that, informed by critical and                  keep us safe, away from the ideological fanaticisms                 A                                                                               metalanguage.                                               without returning to the false hopes of our beliefs          
      analytical surveys of the real, can boost the                   of the past; a pervasive hallucinatory atmosphere in                 II                                             R          R R                                                                              about the past? We believe that cultivating a model          
       emergence of new methods to discern forthcoming               which subjects perceive the possibility of change as               I                                                                                          Cynical Subject  Uncertain Object                  of subjectivity which is both entangled in and               
       worlds, as well as collective modes of existence –            a mere illusion. In other words, the understanding                   N N                                                E       EE                                                                               nourished by its own +milieu+, aiming to put                 
       that is to say, the emergence of a techno-aesthetics          that to live in the +real+ world is tantamount to                 N                                                                                Knowledge  (+)              (-)                               knowledge into action, could be an alternative – an          
       that is also a techno-politics.                               accept that capitalism is not only the better                       T   T                                                  F  FF                                                                                 alternative to the conception of objectivity derived         
                                                                    system, but the only possible one.                                                                                                                  Power      (-)              (+)                               from the mere transformation of the material                 
        Embracing such vindication implies facing the many                                                                               I     I                                               U   UU                                                                                 conditions of the world, that have proven to be              
        times invisible presence of at least two obstacles:         It could be said, therefore, that this +cynical                                                                                                        Put differently, a double bind in a matrix of              effective only in cynical conscience. Thus, we argue,        
        a) in research – but also in most activities of             subject+ is an +idiot+ – perhaps in the more                         E     E                                           S        S S                    relationships defined by knowledge and power. While        the dialectic that so far has kept the spheres of            
         contemporary society – the broad and finally               classical sense of the term. This may emerge as                                                                                                        the classical formula of ideology aimed to reveal          knowledge and power separated, will be overcome.             
         triumphant unfolding of +capitalist realism+, since        actual evidence when we examine the most extrinsic                   S     S                                         E         E    E                  an alienated subjectivity among those who "do not                                                                       
         the 1970s onwards, brought about the imposed               elements of the territories conquered by capitalism –                                                                                                know why they do it, but still do it," the formula                                                                      
         acceptance that we can only acquire knowledge about        as we have done elsewhere. Thus, among the                                                                                                          of cynicism reveals the reality of those who –                                                                           
         reality by reducing uncertainty; which led, in             expressions of critical discourse, we find the                                                                                                      either because of their academic training or their                                                                       
         turn, b) to the fragile, although persistent               production of an aesthetics characterized by                       T                                                                                instinct of self-preservation – "know very well why                                                                      
         constitution of hordes of +cynical subjects+ who           slowness; one that takes refuge in the realm of                                                                                                     they do it, but still do it". Thus, as the scheme                                                                        
         received such imposition as the inevitable                  intimacy right there where beliefs have been                       I                                                     CC   C                    above shows, +cynical subjects+ develop an open or                                                                       
         boundaries of their modes of subjectivation, and            replaced by an axiom that remains indifferent to                                                                                                  rather positive (+) connection with knowledge, while                                                                      
         therefore as the only space for action – despite            criticism’s declared good intentions. An aesthetics                 E                                                     AA A                    insisting on harboring a negative (-) or rather                                                                           
         such space being, even within their own                     governing those who prefer to close their eyes to the                                                                                             silent attachment to its potential for action; to                                                                         
        consciousness, just a too realistic farce.                   structural effects of the context in which they                      S                                                 P P      P                its potential for power. It is in this situation of                                                                        
                                                                      operate, to retreat themselves into the content of                                                                                              impotence that the +critical+ spirit fostered in                                                                           
        Understanding the character of these obstacles, we            their private thoughts. Prey to indecision,                                                                         I   I       I                academic institutions can be found. In an always                                                                           
        argue, is therefore critical in order to unfold               +cynicism+ is also the melancholy of those who remain                                                                                           increasing confidence in its achievements, academic                                                                         
        effective strategies not only to overcome them, but            immobile in the face of the loss of an object they                                                               T     T     T                 cynicism can only know its objects of research                                                                              
       also to transit the epochal conclusion they hide,               are unable to identify among the certainties of the                                                                                            through principles of universal equivalence (impact                                                                         
       and all the more, approaching ourselves to shores               world surrounding them. A modern mind in an                                                                     A     A  A                     factor, indexing systems, standardized syllabi). The                                                                        
       where the limits of society – the limits of the                  exhausted useless body – as Antonioni warned –,                                                                                             fetishism that binds it to objectivity makes it                                                                              
      real – can be permanently drawn as a reflection of                that prescribes itself an object for-itself, while                                                           L    LL                       forget that these metrics and their objects were also                                                                        
      the multiple, interconnected and ongoing processes                the march of the world passes out-of-itself.                                                                                                built, and therefore, that nothing prohibits us to                                                                           
      of becoming part of the collective – of becoming a                                                                                                                               I  I                        modify them – nothing, except a state of generalized                                                                         
     new whole.                                                                                                                                                                                                   certainty that paralyzes any opportunity to affect or                                                                         
                                                                        The Uncertain Object of Post-Capitalism                                                                       S  SS                       be affected by the world around it. What remains                                                                              
                                                                        ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~                                                                                                     unknown (-) or rather silenced by the cynics,                                                                                 
    The Cynical Subject of Capitalist Realism                            By insisting that our social experience responds to                                                            TT   T                    however, are precisely those +uncertain objects+                                                                              
   ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~                               knowing an already objectified world, the                                                                                               through which the potential to power (+) will unfold                                                                          
    The massive pervasiveness and effectiveness of                        capitalist mode of production reveals that it is                                                                                        freely; those which – where malaise is accumulated,                                                                           
    +capitalist realism+ – a term and an assessment we                    not only capable of subsuming labor into capital,                                                                                       as in Hong-Kong, Chile, or elsewhere – will trigger                                                                           
    decidedly take from Mark Fisher – seem to emerge                      but also that it can absorb the potential for                                                                                           events that will be labeled as unpredictable and                                                                              
   from within, to then spread horizontally. Put                          imagining a different world; the set of knowledge                                                                                        incomprehensible by those attached to the official                                                                            
   differently, instead of operating in accordance to                     Marx called +general intellect+. Here lies the core                                                           R         R  R            and certain version of the facts.                                                                                             
   the historically more common narrative saying that                     of our critique of contemporary academic research –                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   the oppressive powers of capital follow a top-down                     the point of departure of our endeavor to +research                                                           E           EE             Therefore, we argue – following Lazzarato and                                                                                
   flux – perhaps an oversimplification of Marx’s                         refusal+ –; in the fact that research itself may                                                                                         Berardi – that contemporary theories need to assume                                                                          
   theories –, the commandments of contemporary                           have become one of the most influential communities                                                           A          AA              that the political economy of capitalism is primarily                                                                        
   capitalism – the enhanced version of Capital put in                    of +cynical subjects+ – one of the key modes                                                                                             a machine that, above all, produces modes of                                                                                 
   place from the mid 20th century onwards – work                        through which the aforementioned +contagions+                                                                  L       L L                subjectivity. Hence, the constitution of the self                                                                            
   through the almost unstoppable power of subject-to-                   operate. The main question at this point, however,                                                                                         always ends up being an invention, and political                                                                            
   subject contagions. That is to say – what an irony –,                 refers to the methods and techniques by which these                                                            I   I  I                    action, accordingly, remains an ethical and                                                                                 
   +capitalist realism+ is tantamount to an always                       communities were able to keep insisting that the                                                                                            aesthetic question that must be unfolded in relation                                                                        
    ongoing network of infections where each subject,                    only serious and thus realistic mode to know                                                                   S  S                         to imagination and the configuration of +aesthetic                                                                         
    acting as a node and as a vector, is critical for the               reality implies researching into its +objective                                                                                               atmospheres+ – and those (or that) able to control                                                                         
    operation to take place and remain effective. Of                    certainties+.                                                                                                   M MM                           such an aesthetic space would be in turn able to                                                                           
    course, in order for that to be unfolded, Capital had                                                                                                                                                            (re)configure +the real+. Ironically enough,                                                                              
    to implant such commandments; which by itself                      Thus, a +certain object+ shall always be understood,                                                                                           therefore, the conditions for a post-capitalist turn                                                                      
     constituted a whole stage of capitalism – i.e.,                   as opposed to +uncertain+ ones, as objects whose                                                                                              are at our disposal: they require us to refuse the                                                                        
     colonialism, extractivism, early industrialization,               margins are well defined; we know where to find                                                                                               machinic standardization of subjectivation, to then                                                                       
     world wars, cold war. After that, however, the system            them, and all the more, we know how to allocate them.                                                                                          subvert its network potential in order to release                                                                        
      works with a fair degree of autonomy, given that the            They respond to clearly identifiable protocols of                                                                                                and intensify other vectors for individual and                                                                           
      infrastructural, technological, and operational                 representation becoming then the objects that give                                                                                               collective subjectivation – the replacement of                                                                           
      framework through which the system operates has                 certainty and stability to our world – the stability                                                                                             positive feedback loops by negative ones. This                                                                           
       already been deployed, reaching levels of                     of the markets, the cohesion of societies, the rule                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
       maturation and ubiquity that make it inevitable – it          of law, etc. In other words, they condition our                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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                                                                                                                                                      TT                                                                                                                                                                                           
  I N T E R F A C E S   O F   R E F U S A L   –                               diagnosis is needed to heal the social formation                                                                               also accompanied by a disposition towards rejecting AI as an                corrected in order to return to the expected and          
   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                of collective reasoning.                                                EE E                                                   institution and ideology. We need to abolish AI, not to make                undisturbed outcome. It is the minutiae and               
   C R I T I C A L   T E C H N I C A L                                                                                                                                                                       it less terrible. To break it apart, rather than to build it                unimportant activities that are accounted for             
   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                                                                                                R  R R                                                  further. We need to reject hegemonic notions of AI as                       and remembered in detail to realise "the true             
  ( R E S E A R C H )   P R A C T I C E                                     The language of cooperation – the conflation of                                                                                  inevitable and magical, and continously denounce it as                      functioning of everyday routine activities".              
  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -                                     ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                         F   F  F                                                 "snake oil." As Sarah Hamid concludes,                                      Accounting for this allows him to intervene               
                                                                            things and their representations                                                                                                                                                                             into convention of a 'blocks world' and to                
    The interface is commonly understood as 'the user                       ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                                        A     A  A                                                 ‧  "But isn’t the goal to abolish these systems?      ‧                    notice what is between the blocks. Such a                 
   interface', but our understanding draws on a wider                          Agre's text is written in an autobiographical style                                                                            ‧  That's the aspiration. That's what we work        ‧                    practice forms an intervention into a discipline           
   notion in which the computer, more generally, may be                        that allows him to reflect on his own difficulties                 C      C  C                                                  ‧  towards. But what we celebrate as wins are the  ‧                     that would rather stay with blocks and modules             
   perceived as a layered construction of interfaces not                       with critical thinking, his professional vocabulary,                                                                            ‧  pauses and the breaks." (Hamid)                 ‧                     that can be easily put together folowing a                 
   only between users and machines, but also between                           and how to explain his position to his professional                E      E  E                                                                                                                           certain order. However, this 'intermediation'              
   layers of software and hardware. Interfaces are                             peers. E.g. he writes about a "work ethics" where                                                                                                                                                        that is the working between the blocks, also               
   designed with specific purposes, some very narrow and                       "building things was truly the end purpose of the                   S     S  S                                              Refusing the divide                                                         partakes in determining which blocks can be put             
   technically determined (as technical protocols), others                    hacker's work" which seems to leave out the critical                                                                          ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                                                        together and how.                                           
   more application and end user oriented (such as                            edge if it only "works". Later he describes how his                                                                              Agre talks about the different approaches towards                                                                                   
   interfaces for reading, seeing, listening, communication                   immersion in the field and its practices meant that he                                                                           technical practice (more precise and concrete                                                                                       
   and experience). In every instance, the interface                          "had incorporated the field's taste for technical                      O  O O                                                     towards technical formalization) and                               Intermediations as Anti-mimesis                                 
   functions as a relation between representation and                         formalization so thoroughly" that he "insisted on                                                                                 social/cultural practice (more vague and abstract                  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                                 
    computation, and also between cooperation and capital                    trying to read everything as a narration of the                          FF F                                                      towards discursive interpretation), and this                         Each operation of planning, made operable by the              
    (which perhaps is of particular relevant in a platform                   workings of a mechanism." According to Agre, AI (and                                                                                points to a different way of developing                             computational system in the form of 'block worlds', is        
    economy) (Andersen and Pold).                                            probably other areas of computer science) is                                                                                        critique/criticism in which both ends to learn                      based on insights into, and (mid)understandings of,           
                                                                            simultaneously philosophical and engineering and this                                                                                from, and collaborate with, each other, to                          everyday activities. Today, in the age of so-called           
     ‧  +How is the capacity to work and cooperate ('to     ‧               causes confusion, which "conflate[s] representations                     RR                                                          understand a wider range of phenomena in the                       'machine learning', we are counting on discrete and highly     
      ‧  interface') historically and culturally            ‧               with the things that they represent".                                                                                                 world. Agre comes from a technical background and                 operable algorithmic systems to construct those 'blocks' of    
      ‧  determined and materially organized?+ In reference  ‧                                                                                      E                                                             later on he was exposed to critical tools from                    activities and mental processes. If, as Nidesh Lawtoo          
      ‧  to the idea of an autonomous cooperation, we seek   ‧             With this, Agre points to a key aspect of interfaces:                                                                                  other disciplines, such as literary studies,                      argues, "humans are, for better and worse, imitative           
       ‧  to address the in and exclusions of interfaces     ‧             computing seems magical, because of the conflation                     FF                                                              philosophy, etc, but he was troubled by the strong               creatures" (722), it becomes apparent that AI - and perhaps     
       ‧  and ask +what possible forms of cooperation or     ‧             between sign and signal. It solves problems through                                                                                     divide (what he called as "two polar-opposite                   especially machine learning - research is a scattered yet       
       ‧  interfaces that have not been, or are not,         ‧            programming, however it risks losing the richness of                   UU                                                                orientation" (147)) between science and humanities.             prodoundly aligned effort to imitate that same imitative        
        ‧  disciplined (including our own research           ‧            language. In this sense criticism becomes hard to                                                                                        However, this might also be true the other way                  nature of human beings. If it indeed is so, what can be         
        ‧  practices)? What are the (critical technical)     ‧            defend, if you can't build with it. And if you build                 S SS                                                                around in terms of the lack of vocabulary, tools and            gathered from Agre's intermediations - working 'between the     
        ‧  ‘practical’ alternatives or ‘refusals’ to        ‧             with it, it stops being critical. And refusal is                                                                                         skills for working with precise technical subjects              blocks' - when we are now counting on computational systems     
        ‧  cooperate on cultural, social as well as         ‧            impossible, since you're always already enclosed in                  A A  A                                                               from humanities, and how the combination of precision           to themselves be the contructors of these 'blocks'? In the      
         ‧  individual levels? What are the (critical      ‧             cybernetic systems. This is the conundrum of critical                                                                                     and vagueness can strengthen critical analysis,                 face of such mimetic 'imperialism' (in Agre's                   
         ‧  technical) practical responses and             ‧             technical practice.                                                 L  L   L                                                              reflections and various forms of practice. As Agre              characterization of AI, which is arguably only more true        
         ‧  alternatives?+                                ‧                                                                                                                                                        suggests critical technical practice requires a split           for machine learning), what 'failures' can critique             
                                                                         Agre's autobiographical, essayistic style renders his                                                                                     identity in the craft work of design and reflexive work         highlight? Instead of using intermediations to overcome         
         In outlining and analysing these +interfaces of                 effort recognizable, when working in between computing                                                                                    of critique, in which this may require an update that            the failures of AI research, such intermediations could        
         refusal+, we seek to draw theoretically not only                and humanities/arts. In this sense, perhaps, a kind of             –  –      –                                                           is no longer a split and we shouldn't reinforce such              be a core segment of a refusal of AI's imperialist             
         on post- and autonomous Marxism, but a wider body               refusal is taking this uncomfortable strangeness - the                                                                                   divide, but to think of ways to work across and learn             mimicry in the form of a performative, aesthetic               
         of texts. However, Phil Agre continuously seems                 strangeness of the algorithmic sign and its                                                                                              from both of these modes (Soon & Cox, 146). One way of            practice of anti-mimesis (Egebak), pointing not                
         to reappear as a common reference. In the                       contradictive combination of sign and signal - ad notam                                                                                  thinking about alternatives is how to unsettle our own            forward, but sideways, in our current moment of                
         following we will therefore outline a couple of                 or even ad absurdum?                                               C  C     C                                                            discipline/territory to understand how different                   intense reciprocal mimicry.                                   
         collective reflections (fragments) from his                                                                                                                                                             worldviews shape technology and human life forms.                                                                                 
         notion of a "critical technical practice" in                  {IMG:1:63:17:true}                                                    R  R   R                                                                                                                             {IMG:2:62:22:true}                                               
         relation to AI.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                              I I  I                                                         (Critical technical) practice-based research                                                                                          
      {IMG:0:58:16:true}                                                                                                                                                                                     ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~                                                                                           
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